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From: ADAM.C.LANDRY@sargentlundy.com
Sent: Tuesday, May 31, 2011 12:24:55 PM
To: Eric M. Robeson
Cc: Tom Shaw; Perry G Bowley; Billy Boarman; Ken Daniel; Ron Gregory; Wayne
O'Bryan; PAUL.S.FARBER@sargentlundy.com;
KENNETH.J.SNELL@sargentlundy.com; Jim Garrett; Steve Thomas Noland;
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Subject: Environmentat Compliance Study - Input data
Importance: Normal
Attachments: Big Rivers Meeting Notes - 28-29Apr2011.pdf ;BREC Environmental
Compliance Study - Matrix of Data Received - 31May2011.pdf ;

___________________________________
Eric,

We have received additional data last, week, so I have attached a revised matrix identifying the data we

have received.

The only items that we do not believe we have received includes equipment test reports for Green, and

any 316b evaluations for Sebree. If none exists, we will note this on the list.

I have also attached the notes we have from our kickoff meeting on 28Apr2011, along with notes from the
various walkdowns. We have consolidated and organized the notes based on station and
equipment/system, meaning the notes are a mix of information that was provided at the kickoff meeting

and from the plant walkdowns.

Regards,

____________________________

Adam C. Landry

Professional Engineer of Indiana, Illinois, Alberta

Project Manager

Sargent & Lundy, LLC

55 East Monroe Street

Chicago, Illinois 60603

Phone: 312-269-7292

Cell: 312-656-2464

Fax: 312-269-9602
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Attendees: 
Big Rivers Electric Corporation (BREC) 
Mark Bertram  
Tom Shaw 
Michael Galbraith 
Jeff Francis 
Keith Scott 
Wayne O’Bryan 
Larry Baronowsky 
Mike Workins 
Perry Bowley 
Ken Daniel 
Mark Johnson 


Mike Baldwin 
Bob Berry 
Mark Malony 
Charles Jones 
George Hollander 
Jim Garrett 
Diana Merritt 
Tracy Cole 
Ron Gregory 
Eric Anderson 
 


 
 
Sargent & Lundy (S&L) 


Todd Hanssen 
Adam Landry 
Sam Madan  
Paul Farber 
 


 
PURPOSE 
 
The purpose of the BREC Environmental Compliance Study kickoff meeting was to 
introduce the project teams, discuss the engineering study, and collect station data.  
Sargent & Lundy LLC (S&L) will clearly define the applicable regulatory requirements, 
identify candidate technologies that can contribute to a compliance strategy, develop the 
capital and O&M costs to apply these technologies, and screen the combinations of 
technologies to identify the most cost effective options for compliance. 
 
Prepared by: Paul Farber 
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1. General Study Inputs 
 


Units to be Included in Study 
D.B. Wilson Unit 1 
Kenneth C. Coleman Units 1, 2, and 3 
Henderson Municipal Power and Light Station Unit Two 
Robert D. Green Units 1 and 2 
Robert Reid Unit 1 


 
Outage Schedule  


Wilson  - Every 2 years 
Coleman - Every 3 years 
HMPL  - Every 2 years 
Green  - Every 2 years 
Reid  - As needed (peaking) 


 
BREC to provide contact at each station and headquarters  
BREC to provide multiple year information for past five years  
BREC to test all units for Hg; S&L to provide recommendation 
BREC to provide maintenance records on major equipment [ESP's, scrubbers, etc] 
BREC to provide ESP drawings and spec sheets 
BREC to provide fan Study and pre and post ESP testing reports exist 
BREC to provide FGD water balances 
 
S&L to provide study basis of design for BREC comment within the next 2 weeks 


Base case (CCR) is Class D with delta costs for Class C Effluent Regulations 
Base case - Water Treatment or Open liquid discharge 
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2. Reid Unit 
 


Boiler  
- Pressurized boiler 
- Reid +8.5" wc furnace 
- Reid 1 is run as a peaking Unit. 


 
Cooling  


- Reid 1 is once thru cooling 
- 316a - allowed mixing zone in all plants [Coleman & Reid] 


 
Electrostatic Precipitator  


- No Flyash sold at Reid 
 
 
3. Henderson Units 
 


Boiler 
- Pressurized boiler 
- HMPL1 + HMPL2 – 15.5”  in furnace 
- HMPL1 & HMPL2 FD Fans are maxed out due to the SCR, with discharge 


pressures of +25" to +30" wc year round. 
- Boiler cleaning water is treated, used in scrubber, and disposed with ash 


 
Selective Catalytic Reduction 


- SCRs at HMPL1 & HMPL2 are off to side 
- Conversion of 0.8% SO2 to SO3 / layer  


o Guarantee of 1.5% for all 3 layers  
o BREC to confirm 


- Cormatech catalyst 
 


Electrostatic Precipitator 
- HMPL1 & HMPL2 ESPs are undersized 
- ESP's on HMPL1 & HMPL2 - discharge pressure + 0" 
- No Flyash sold at HMPL 
- Fly ash silos near thickeners receive fly ash from Green & Henderson via 


vacuum system. All fly ash is dry, vacuum collects at HMPL1 & HMPL2 
precipitator hoppers then pressurized over to Pozotec process. 


 
Flue Gas Desulphurization  


- HMPL1 & HMPL2 have Wheelabrator Lime scrubbers  
- 1 level of spray but can go into either side of FGD 
- 1-side "1 level" - 94-95% SO removal 
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- 2-sides "2 levels" - 97-98% SO2 removal 
- ΔP 1 side - 5.6" wc 
- ΔP 2 sides - 6.6" wc 
- HMPL1 & HMPL2 Scrubbers are 317 LMN 
- Lime thickeners → underflow→ Pozotec process → landfill 
- 2% fixation lime and thickener underflow→ drum filter → fly ash + fixation 


lime → landfill 
 
4. Green Units 


 
Boiler  


- Balanced draft boiler 
- Green units are most reliable and are base loaded in June, July & winter.  
- Plant was originally designed for steam driven Boiler Feed Pump (BFP) but 


now runs motorized BFP. 
- Green ID fans do not have dampers to isolate fans. When a fan is out of 


service there has been flue gas "back feeding" the operating fan.  
- Green LOI (Loss On Ignition) in ash 7-10% on average with petcoke 


o Without petcoke 1% LOI  
o Kentucky highway department could take up to 3% LOI 


- Green 1 & 2 has Neuco systems but system tried to drive O2 <1 % [bottom of 
furnace was dark] - in 2004, walls got hot. 


- Boiler cleaning water is treated, used in scrubber, and disposed with ash 
- Coal reburn cuts the NOx from - 0.45 to 0.22 [but increased side wall 


corrosion] 
- Boiler walls are alloy 33 in area by coal reburn. 


 
Fuel 


- Plant presently burns at 25% petroleum coke / 75% coal  
- Plant may be burn 100% bituminous 
- BREC stated that the study should be with 100% bituminous 


 
Selective Catalytic Reduction 


- SCR may be required 
 


Electrostatic Precipitator  
- ESP’s are adequately sized 
- ESP inlet gas temperature - 300°F 
- Gas cools thru precipitator [4 rows of hoppers, 7 fields] and the plant has seen 


acid gas corrosion in the backend fields, especially in winter. 
- No Flyash sold at Green 
- Flyash used in Pozotec Process 
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- Fly ash silos near thickeners receive fly ash from Green & Henderson via 


vacuum system. All fly ash is dry, vacuum collects at HMPL1 & HMPL2 
precipitator hoppers then pressurized over to Pozotec process. 


 
Flue Gas Desulphurization 


- B&W Lime scrubbers, 6 levels of spray per tower 
- 1 pump/tower @ 22,000 GPM + 1 "spare" pump that can serve either tower. 
- Knife gate to isolate pumps [Townley] 
- Green 2 Scrubbers are 317 LMN 
- FGD system was designed for stack reheat. 
- Scrubbers are lined with VDM33 Pennwalt block on outlet side. 
- $15 million in capital plan for both Green FGD systems - mostly to repair 


structural steel. 
- Lime thickeners → underflow→ Pozotec process → landfill 
- 2% fixation lime and thickener underflow→ drum filter → fly ash + fixation 


lime → landfill. 
 
 
5. D.B. Wilson Unit 1 
 
 Boiler 


- Balanced draft boiler 
- Candidate for oxyfuel combustion demo  
- Looked at Neural Network systems (Zola and NeuCo) 
 


 Fuel  
- 40% Petroleum coke through 2010 
- 25% Petroleum coke in 2011, but going to 100% bituminous. 
- 2 weeks on straight coal @ 11,250 Btu/lb 
- Wilson measured 1.1 lb/TBtu of Hg upstream of FGD modules  
- Petcoke blend wearing out the bottom ash chain. When at a 40% blend in the 


wall-fired boiler there is a "dark" bottom and an occurrence of bottom ash 
fires. 


- BREC stated that the study should be with 100% bituminous 
 
 Selective Catalytic Reduction (Babcock Power) 


- Built for 4 catalyst layers but can only use 2 due to S02 to S03 conversion.  
- With 3rd level the S03 conversion rate is greater than 3%.  
- Hitachi low conversion catalyst with molybdenum and thinner plate.  There 


has/can be some physical damage to the catalyst. 
- Hitachi plate catalyst has a conversion of 0.6% / module.  Every layer (4 total) 


has 2 modules.  
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- 2.4% S02 to S03 conversion (2 layers x 2 modules layer x 0.6% conversion 


per module).  
- If 4 layers, catalyst maintenance costs would decrease $1,000,000 per year 


[each module 700mm - 720 mm = 1.4m] 
- Next catalyst replacement scheduled for Spring 2012. 
- Soot blowers on SCR 
- NOx emission average - 0.047 lb/MMBtu 


 
 Electrostatic Precipitator 


- Wilson ESP is large 
 
 Flue Gas Desulphurization  


- Original absorbers were constructed in 1984-1985. There were 2 absorbers on 
lime and 1 spare. With limestone, in order to achieve emissions guarantees, it 
was necessary to run all 3 absorbers.  


- MW Kellogg rebuilt FGD system and installed a 4th module.  
- When retrofitting the 4th module there were some problems in flow 


distribution. MW Kellogg did not perform flow modeling for the 4th module.  
BREC installed perforated plates and inlet vanes to try to direct an equal 
amount of flow to the 4th module. This is especially an issue when the 4th 
module is one of the ones on-line. 


- URS suggested modifications to the Kellogg Weir Horizontal Scrubber 
including perforated screens at absorber inlet and ladder vanes to push flue 
gas away from walls. 


- The horizontal scrubbers (4 modules in parallel) were designed for both lime 
and limestone. Limestone is currently being used as the reagent. 


- 16 recycle pumps [4/module @ 200 hp per pump] 
- Absorbers have ex-situ forced oxidation but not used anymore.  Inhibited 


oxidation was used but was recently stopped.  
- In today's operation every 10-14 days a module is taken off-line for cleaning 


and the plant brings on the spare module. 
- Absorbers run at 3% solids with lime and 12% - 15% solids with limestone 
- 88% removal with 3 modules and limestone operation 
- 92% - 93% removal with 4 modules and limestone operation. 
- 92% removal required for 30 day average. Wilson needs 94% removal due to 


modules being taken off line for maintenance. 
- Wilson scrubber lined with Stebbins tile. 
- Only 1 stage of Mist Eliminator panels - prior to the modifications mist 


eliminator wash carryover everyday, after modifications [Ken Daniel] worked 
with Munters and carryover greatly reduced. 


- No flushing of mist eliminator nozzles - now may be 2205 construction and 
resisting corrosion. ME wash water was from supernatant in thickeners. New 
mist eliminators working out. 
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- Flues originally designed as dry stack with flue gas reheat.  Flue gas reheat is 


no longer used and flue is a wet stack. 
- Acid attack on liner, mortar softening in flue - other flue not used 
- Mortar in flue showing crystal growth. 
- Chimney inspection by Pullman in 2009. 
- 2205 bands in stack bands not holding up. 
- Glaze on brick - 300' - 400' level removed by corrosion. Buildup near bottom 


actually protected the bricks & the bands. 
- Fresh water to slackers. Limestone is ground in ballmills. 
- 2% fixation lime and thickener underflow→ drum filter → fly ash + fixation 


lime → landfill. 
- Sulfur [emulsified] into thickeners to help flocculation / settling - not for 


inhibited oxidation scaling control in the scrubbers 
- Thickener underflow to dewatering if plant load is greater than 270 MW then 


scrubber needs water. 
 


Burners 
- 1st Generation Foster Wheeler LNB 
- Long term plan to replace burners with most current burners starting in 2016  


o  Replaced over 2 or 3 outage cycle 
o Include how to replace half of nozzles every 2 years in study 


- Pull burners, spin nozzles weld in position 
- 5 burners per mill and 5 mills 
- Over fire air and under-fire air ports  


o No nozzles and dampers are not automated 
- Study completed looking at O2 in boiler [Innovation Combustion Technology] 


no control on OFA. 
- Windbox pressure 2.5” to 3.0” 


 
Lime Injection 


- Hydrated lime injection for S03 
- Lime injection system (for S03 control) plugs in line and nozzles. 
- Injected at ESP outlet 


o Reduced S03 to 7 ppm but Weir scrubber did not take out lime powder. 
 


Waste Water 
- Cooling tower blowdown to service water basin to river 
- Tom Shaw @ BREC has analyzed CT blowdown. 
- Landfill pond goes to subground. 
- Coal pile runoff pond is a rectangular pond 


o Now filled with vegetation  
o Pond does not hold water, just goes into the ground 
o Could return pumps to service. 
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- Rain water from landfill runs off to pond. 


 
6. Coleman Units 
  


Boiler 
- Pressurized boilers 
- Coleman 1 & 2 are Foster Wheeler and 100% Bituminous.  
- Coleman 3 is a Riley boiler 
- Coleman 2 has Neuco system.  System tried to drive O2 <1% [bottom of 


furnace was dark] - in 2004, walls got hot. 
- Furnaces run at +12 - +19" wc; may have to convert to balanced draft. 
- 0.329 lbs/MMBtu - NOx  
- Jupiter oxygen talking to plant 
-  


Cooling  
- 316a - allowed mixing zone in all plants [Coleman & Reid] 
- Cooling tower may be required 
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Electrostatic Precipitator  


- ESP's are adequate. 
- ESP's have weighted wire, rappers that have been upgraded. 
- Fly ash wet sluiced out to ash pond (also bottom ash). 


 
Flue Gas Desulphurization 


- Limestone scrubber by Wheelabrator 
- Booster fans feed the FGD 
- 2 week FGD outage every 2 years 
- All 3 boilers tie into same absorber module 
- WFGD auxiliary power rated @ 12.1 mw but actually uses 7 to 10 MW 
- 0.17 lb/MMBtu S02 (with 4 pumps/levels of spray + 1 spare level) 
- Takes about 1MW to run the spare level. 
- Limestone analysis: Running a lower quality limestone bow but may have to 


go higher quality stone 
- Coleman previously sold gypsum to plant on site; market no longer exists  
- Scrubber is 317 LMN 
- Particulate tested at scrubber outlet 
- 20% opacity measured at 0.27 lb/106 btw (Mike Gailbrath has test data) 


 
Waste Water 


- Waste stream of Cl- to the outfall, discharge limited to 1200 ppm chlorides 
- Coal pile runoff discharge water streams were analyzed for metals as well as 


chlorides 
- Outfall analysis is available 
- Boiler room sump goes to ash pond 
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Green Reid HMPL Coleman DB Wilson
Discharge (NPDES) X X X X X
Title V & State Air Permits X X X X X
Water Intakes & Discharge & Ash Ponds X X X X X
Unit GAs X X X X X


Station Water Balance N/A X X X X X
Aerial Photos N/A X X X X X
Fuel Data N/A X X X X X


CEMS data for pollutants under consideration X X X X X
Emission test reports for SOx, NOx, Hg, PM, 
etc. X X X X X
ICR data (Utility MACT and Effluent Guideline 
Regulations) Submitted to EPA X X X X
Plant heat rates X X X X X
Design basis capacity factor X X X X X


Equipment inspection and test reports (ESP) X X X X
Equipment inspection and test reports (Air 
Heaters) X X X X
Fly Ash P&IDs X X X X X
Bottom Ash P&IDs X X X X X
Circulating Water P&IDs X X X X X
Design basis flows / water levels X X X X X
Intake structure / screen drawings X X X X X
Water discharge drawings X X X X X
Previously performed 316(b) evaluations and 
other correspondence X N/A


Equipment Reports


Circulating Water System


Ash Handling System


Permits


GAs


Plant Performance Data
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